act with an anode was obviously useful in any attempt to improve the anode's design. NoSQL systems have no data model so defined. All else is commentary.
Meijer and Bierman ignored logic and inferencing and did not explain how key-value systems recognize, let alone enforce, integrity constraints. They cited referential integrity-a form of integrity constraint-as an exogenous cost relational databases bear to correct for a deficiency. The truth is actually the opposite; consistency is a central obligation of any databasemanagement system. The lack of constraint-checking in key-value systems imposes the constraint-checking burden on the application, a situation the Relational Model was invented specifically to correct.
Codd encountered a similar lack of understanding in his day. In the same proceedings paper, he wrote, "In comparing data models people often ignore the operators and integrity rules altogether. When this occurs, the resulting comparisons run the risk of being meaningless."
Codd's landmark article "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" (Communications, June 1970) addressed other points raised by Meijer and Bierman, including path independence. An interested reader would learn much in an evening spent with that one article alone.
Object Relational Mapping libraries and NoSQL systems attempt to solve (through technical means) a nontechnical problem: reluctance of talented people to master the Relational Model, and thus benefit from its data consistency and logical inferencing capabilities. Rather than exploit it and demand more relational functionality from DBMS vendors, they seek to avoid and replace it, unwittingly advocating a return to the fragile, unreliable, illogical systems of the 1960s, minus the greenbar fanfold paper. In retrospect, the recursive incentive strategy adopted by the MIT team is used in many network-marketing situations worldwide. I first came across it almost 20 years ago when trying to sell a database management system to one of India's oldest non-banking finance companies, which happened to employ a motivated network of insurance agents throughout India. These agents were required to recruit other agents, with the initial premium for the first few months from each new account they signed up distributed hierarchically, though not in the precise geometric progression the MIT team used in the DARPA Challenge. This way, the company's senior agents, having recruited a large network, could virtually sit back and watch as the money poured in. I suppose this, too, is how most Ponzi schemes work, though, in this case, nothing illegal was involved, as is generally implied by the term.
The important takeaway from the Tang et al. analysis is that motivating people is the key to success and that money is often the most effective motivation in any given social network. Whether that is good or bad is a question that needs a totally different kind of analysis.
Prithwis Mukerjee, Kharagpur, india

Let Leap Seconds Sync
Poul-Henning Kamp's article "The One-Second War" (May 2011) was enlightening and, from the perspective of an old-time (ex)hardware engineer, entertaining. The reason solder jockeys (hardware engineers) don't see leap seconds as a problem is they presume computers know only what they've been told; if the system clock slows by 1/86,400th of a second per second, the system's software won't have the slightest idea it happened, nor will it care.
By extension, astronomers using terrestrial time are (by definition) off by some indeterminate amount until leap time, then off in another direction after the leap. Garden-variety system clocks (not directly atomically controlled) are constantly in need of adjustment and aren't very accurate over days at a time. Diddling a fraction of a millisecond out of a second only disappears in the noise. Since atomic clocks are the reference standard, they can skip however many beats are needed to ensure the seconds counter always reads 86,400 when the solar year ends.
Why not make the (invisible to code) system clock adjustable so it always counts to 86,400 seconds until the moment the year counter ticks over? To the code, a second is whatever a register says it is. Hardware, not software, counts electrical oscillations, and if it includes an "add x seconds in y years" pair of adjustment thumbwheels, the result is that 86,400 will have gone by exactly when the (real) year turns over.
Adjusting to leap seconds can be simple, unless programmers try turning a timing-gate issue into a planetary software project. Let astronomers use whatever time-sync definition they want, but if system clocks are adjusted in tiny amounts to keep "better" time, telescopes will be more accurate than if they were abruptly forced to catch up by a full second each year.
Just tell the electrical engineers the numbers and let them provide them to astronomers, system administrators, home users, and everyone else. Communications welcomes your opinion. to submit a letter to the editor, please limit yourself to 500 words or less, and send to letters@cacm.acm.org. ACM's interactions magazine explores critical relationships between experiences, people, and technology, showcasing emerging innovations and industry leaders from around the world across important applications of design thinking and the broadening field of the interaction design. Our readers represent a growing community of practice that is of increasing and vital global importance.
